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UNITED STATES PATENT OFF 2,639,596 ICE 
2,639,596 

CIRCULAR, KNITTING MACHINE HAVING A 
LATCH. LIFTER AND METHOD OF OPER 
ATING SAME 

Grover C. Parham, Dalton, Ga., assignor to Scott 
& Williams, Incorporated, Laconia, N. H., a 
corporation of Massachusetts 

Application March 28, 1950, Serial No. 152,340 
(C. 66-11) 16 Claims. 

This invention relates to a circular knitting 
machine having a latch lifter, and to a method 
of Operating same, and more particularly to a 
latch lifter adapted to assist the casting off of 
transferred loops. In making ladies' hosiery on 
automatic circular knitting machines that have 
independent latch needles, it is desirable to make 
a turned Welt. For this purpose transfer bits 
are used to take loops at the beginning of the 
knitting and to transfer them back to the needles 
after the welt has been knitted. When these 
loops have been transferred back to the needles 
preparatory to knitting them into the fabric, 
they lie loosely around the needle shanks and 
are so slack that they sometimes get caught on 
the ends of the latches and get into the hooks 
of the needles instead of being cast off with the 
Old Stitch. When this happens the loops are 
not cast off until a Subsequent revolution of 
the machine. This produces an irregular and 
undesirable appearance to the welt. One of the 
objects of the present invention is to prevent 
the formation of such a ragged-appearing Welt 
in circular knit stockings. Another object is to 
prevent a needle latch from becoming caught 
in any loop on a needle shank. 

It is characteristic of a machine made in ac 
Cordance with my invention that the latch lifting 
blade functions at a point spaced from the stitch 
Can. I have found that if the latches are lifted 
part Way by the blade as Soon as the welt loops 
are transferred to the needle shanks, the cen 
trifugal force created by the rotary movement 
Of the needle cylinder in the modern automatic 
hosiery knitting machine will prevent the latches 
from dropping down again when they get beyond 
the lifter blade. For this reason the end of the 
blade is located Some distance from the casting 
off point of the Stitches: 

In the drawings: 
Figure i is a perspective skeleton view of the 

top of a needle circle, sinker cap and associated 
parts of a Scott & Williams independent latch 
needle circular knitting machine made in ac 
cordance with my invention, showing the latch 
lifter blade in operation; 

Figure 2 is a perspective view of a few needles 
and fabric loops seen from the center of the 
dial of Fig. 1, showing the effect of the latch 
lifter blade On the latches of the needles and 
its relation to the slack transferred loops; 

Figure 3 is a partially developed view from 
the outside of the needle cylinder, diagram 
ning the needles and some of their operating 
cams, the transfer bits and the latch lifter at 
those points of the operation where the Welt 
loops are being transferred back to the needles 
and where the latch lifter is raising the latches 
from their fully-open position; g 

Figure 4 is a view of the transfer line of a 
Welt made according to the prior art; while . . 
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Figure 5 is a similar view of a welt transfer 

line made in accordance with my invention. 
The invention will be shown and described 

in the well-known Scott & Williams automatic 
latch needle circular knitting machine adapted 
to make ladies' hosiery with automatic inturned 
Welt, but it should be understood that the in 
Vention may also be used in any other type of 
revolving needle cylinder circular machines. For 
an example of a Scott & Williams machine 
adapted to make Such ladies' hosiery with auto 
matic inturned welt, reference is made to the 
Robert W. Scott U. S. Patent No. 1,282,958, dated 
October 29, 1918. In the machine shown in the 
dra Wings of the present application there is the 
usual needle cylinder containing a circle of in 
dependent latch needles N, N' having latches 
2i. The needle cylinder is of the rotary type 
and has the usual stationary knitting cam 
cylinder Surrounding it. Intercalated with the 
needles are the usual sinkers S actuated by the 
Outside Sinker cap 300. The machine also con 
tains the usual Stitch cams 360, 36 and top 
center cam 357. 
The Sinker cap rests on the upper end of the 

needle cylinder but is restrained from rotating. 
When the needle cylinder starts to move in the 
reverse direction during reciprocatory knitting, 
the Sinker cap makes a short oscillatory stroke 
governed by the so-called down-pick post 40 
shown at the left of Fig. 1. My novel latch lifter 
is pivotally mounted on the sinker cap in the 
embodiment shown in the drawings, but it 
should be understood that basically my invention 
can also be carried out by mounting the latch 
lifter on a stationary part of the machine. 
As shown in the above-mentioned Scott Patent 

1,282,958, there is a dial D containing a transfer 
bit I corresponding to every other needle in 
the cylinder. When the transfer needles N have 
been drawn down below the level of the trans 
fer bits at the end of the making of the welt 
by a cam i shown at the left of Fig. 3, the 
transfer bits are projected outwardly between the 
still elevated non-transfer needles N'. In this 
position the eyes 3 of the transfer bits are over 
the transfer needles N to which the loops are 
to be transferred. The needles N then are 
raised through the eyes 3 by a cam surface 2 
till the needle latches are above the bits. Shortly 
after the lower end of the latch of each needle 
has cleared above its transfer bit, the bit is 
retracted, leaving the loop on the shank of the 
needle. This is the situation at the point marked 
4 in Fig. 3. 
These loops are transferred onto the needles 

at a point about 90 in advance of the knitting or 
cast Off point . Experience shows that some of 
the loops tend to ride over the ends of the 
latches. When this occurs and the latch subse 
quently closes as the regular tight loop on the 
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needle shank rides up, the slack transferred loop 
gets under the hook of the needle and is not 
cast off. On the next revolution of the machine 
this slack loop is again cleared below the latch 
and unless it happens to ride tower the end of 
the latch a second time, the-needle-will cast the 
loop off one course later than usual. The result 
of this irregular casting off is to produce the 
ragged appearance shown in Fig. 4. I have 
found means by which this irregularity can be 
completely eliminated, giving the uniform ap 
pearance to the welt shown in Fig.5. 

I provide a latch lifter located shortly after 
the point 4 at which the transfer bits retract, 
leaving the slack transfer loops on the needles. 
My latch lifter is not intended to completely 
close the latch because the latch must be left 
open until shortly before the stitchcamin order 
that...a...new yarn may belaid under the hook of 
.the needle. On the other hand, it will be ob 
served that the danger of the slack loop catch 
ing on the latch begins as soon as the needle 
starts to lower. My lateh lifter plays a vital 
part in raising the latch from its downward, 
fully-open position to a partially-closed position 
in the general neighborhood of a horizontal di 
lection in the case of vertically movable needles. 
I also take advantage of centrifugal force. In 
automatic circular hosiery knitting machines 
when knitting in a rotary manner the needle 
cylinder turns so fast that I find a latch which 
has been partly raised will...not return to its fully 
open position. On the other hand, I have no 
ticed that, perhaps due to surface tension of oil, 
centrifugal force is often not enough to bring : 
the latch upward from its fully-open position 
after it is freed from the stitch. Therefore my 
latch lifter is needed to start the movement. I 
find that centrifugal force, is ample to...overcome 
any tendency, of the latch to drop back to fully 
open position under the action of gravity after 
it has been partly raised by my lifter. In fact, 
centrifugal force, once-started, tends to open the 
latch-even further. I have found that with my 
lifter all the latches will surely pass above all 
the loose or slack transferred loops and thus 
avoid the undesirable appearance shown in 
Fig. 4. 
In the embodiment shown in the drawings I 

have provided a circumferentially stationary lift 
er blade 10 and I have used descent of the 
needles from the clear level,8 to an intermediate 
level 9 to cause the latches to-engage the lifter 
and partially raise the latches. Thus in the 
drawings it will be seen from Figs., 2 and 3 that 
it is the descent of the needles N, N' from the 
clear level 8 to the intermediate level 9 which 
brings the needles into , contact with the latch 
lifter blade. It will be noted that the upper 
edge of the blade is preferably horizontal 
and that the blade has considerable vertical 
depth. - 

In view of the fact that the stransferred loops 
are present on the shanks of the needles only at 
the time the welt is being completed, the latch 
lifter blade need be in operative relation with 
the needles for a very limited time. Therefore 
I have provided means by which this blade scan 
be moved into and out of operative relation with 
the needle latches. These means are controlled 
from cams i.6., 62 and 63 on the usual pattern 
drum 20 by a thrust rod 462. This thrust rod 
conveniently can control not only the latch 
closing means but also the transfer bits. The 
lifter blade itself is fixed in a plate 4 mounted 
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4. 
on'the upperface of the usual sinker cap 300 by 
a Screw 5. This is a pivotal mounting such 
that the end Of the blade can be SWung into and 
out of contact with the needles at the proper 
time. Projecting from this plate is a wire tail 
546 which extends from the plate at an angle of 
say 90° from the latch lifter blade. There is a 
tension' Spring, attached to this tail, the other 
send of this: spring being fastened on the sinker 
Reap 360. The tension Spring extends in such a 
direction as to pull the latch lifter blade into its 
Operative position under the latches. While the 
Spring; and tail thus tend to pull the blade into 
its operative position, the thrust rod 462, by 
means of a camming finger 463 on it, normally 
pushes on the wiretail 6 against the tension 
spring fT and thus holds the blade away from 
the needle.cylinder and the needles. This finger 
463 holds the blade out in this manner Whenever 
the thrust rod.462 is down in its lowermost po 
sition on the pattern drum. 20. It will be seen 
from Figs.l. and 3 that as Soon as the thrust rod 
rides up on drum ca.m. f6, the cam surface of 
the finger 463 releases the wire tail 6 and the 
tension spring 7 will pull the latch lifter blade 
into its operative position. The higher drum, 
cam f62 raising the thrust rod further will have 
no effect on the latch lifter blade because Such 
raising of the thrust rod merely increases the 
separation between the wire tail and the finger 
463. The adjustment of the machine is such 
that the thrust rod 462, moving in to begin the 
operation of transferring the loops f2 to the 
needles, allows the latch lifter blade to move to 
its operative position before any needles having 
transferred loops on them arrive opposite the 
blade. The means which project the transfer 
bits over the transfer needles N are active for 
at least one and a half revolutions, and it will 
therefore be obvious that the latch lifter blacie 
will be in its operative position until after-all 
the loops transferred to the transfer needles N 
have passed the point where their latches can 
he affected by the blade. 
It will be noted that in Fig. 2 I have shown 

only one latch at a time being raised by the 
latch-lifter blade. I have found that this aids 
in inserting the blade in its operative position. 
It will be-understood, of course, that. Other types 
of blades might be used without departing fron 
the broad aspects of my invention. It Will be 
noticed in the drawings that there is a consider 
able distance between the end of the latch-lifter 
blade and the point where the needles begin to 

5 descend the Stitch can. 
This point where the latchlifter blade ends is 

indicated in Fig. 3 by the reference-character 5. 
The point, at which the Stitch.cam begins to act 
on the needles is indicated by the reference inlil 
meral 6, and the casting-off point is indicated 
by the reference character 7. It will be obvious 
that by means of my invention the latches are 
kept from their fully-open; position at the point 
5 by means of the latch lifter blade. There 
after until after the needles have passed point 
6-they continue to be held up-from their lower 
most position and out of danger fron contact 
with theslack loops by centrifugal force. 
When the thrust irod 462 off its cams at the 

end of the transfer, operation, the camming, Sur 
face of the finger 463-will push on the wire-tail 
6, causing the latch lifter blade 0 to be swung 

radially outward away from the needles and 
needle cylinder. 
In circular knitting machines the sinker cap 
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30 has an oscillatory movement when knitting 
heel and toa pockets. During rotary knitting 
the Sinker cap is held in One extreme of its OS 
Cillation by the usual down-pick post 40 (See 
Fig. 1). But each time the machine starts to 
knit in the reverse direction (clock Wise as it ap 
pears in Fig. 1), the cap has a limited radial 
movement. The pivot, screw 5 of the plate 4 
carrying the latch lifter blade is so located with 
respect to the forward knitting Canns of the 
needles and the thrust rod 462 that the inter 
action of blade and needle latches heretofore 
described is effective when the sinker cap is turn 
ing in its forward direction but not in its reverse 
direction. While the sinker cap is making its 
limited Oscillation on a reverse ovement of the 
needle cylinder, the wire tail S is a short dis 
tance away from the camming Surface of the 
finger 463. The spring therefore holds the 
latch lifter blade in its operative position. 
There is danger, as the Sinker cap approaches 
the end of its reverse movement, that the latch 
lifter blade will come in damaging contact with 
the needles and break then. To avoid this dan 
ger, I provide an element on a stationary part 
of the machine adapted to push on the plate 
4 to move the blade out of action. This ele 
ment is a finger 8 mounted on the dial driving 
shaft post 9 carrying the dial drive gear. The 
finger is stationary. As Soon as the sinker Cap 
returns to its rotary or forward position, the 
plate and blade will be released from this fin 
ger to the control of the thrust rod 462. It, Will 
be obvious that, if desired, I can mount the 
plate and blade on a stationary part of the ina 
chine. 

I also find it convenient to provide a short 
control finger 20 on the plate so that the latch 
lifter blade can be swung out of operative posi 
tion by hand. 

it, Will be seen that the wire tail 6 and Cain 
ming finger 463 keep the blade out of action 
during rotary knitting except just prior to, dur 
ing and immediately following loop transfer, 
and that the finger 8 on the stationary part of 
the machine holds the latch lifter blade out of 
ction during knitting in the reverse direction. 

These two means cooperate So that One is ef 
fective during knitting in the forward direction 
and the other during knitting in the reverse di 
rection, each releasing control to the other at 
the proper time. 
While the invention is peculiarly useful in 

connection with transferred stitches, it will be 
obvious that partial closing of the latches and 
maintaining them partially raised by centrif 
ugal force, can also be used in non-trainsfer 
knitting. 

claii: 
1. An automatic stocking knitting machine 

having a rotary circle of independent needles 
with pivoted latches and a stitch cam for cast 
ing loops off the needles, in combination. With 
latch lifting means comprising a blade adapted 
to be moved to and from an operative position 
at or near the shanks of the needles to raise 
latches to a position not substantially above the 
horizontal position and only partially toward 
closed position during and after the transfer, 
and means to control the position of the latch 
lifting means. - 

2. A circular stocking knitting machine ac 
cording to claim 1 in which the blade when in 
its operative relation with the needle latches is 
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6 
a time, whereby the blade can be freely moved 
into and Out of operative position under the 
latches. 

3. A circular stocking knitting machine haW 
ing a rotary circle of independent needles with 
pivoted latches, bits to transfer loops to the 
needles as the latter rise through the eyes of the 
bits, means to operate the bits and a stitch can 
for Casting loops of the needles, in combination 
With latch lifting means comprising a blade 
adapted to be moved to and from an Operative 
position at or near the Shanks of the needles 
to raise latches only partially toward closed po 
sition during and after the transfer, and means 
adapted to control both the transfer bits and 
the latch lifting means. 

4. A circular stocking knitting machine 
adapted to make an automatic turned Welt, said 
machine having a needle cylinder, a circle of 
independent needles and independent sinkers 
therein, a latch lifter blade pivotally mounted 
On the machine to Swing toward and away from 
the needle cylinder, and means urging the blade 
toWard the cylinder, in combination with a thrust 
rod Controlling the transfer of loops at the Welt, 
and means actuated by the thrust rod holding 
the blade Out of action during rotary knitting 
eXcept just prior to, during and immediately foll 
lowing Welt transfer. 

5. A circular stocking knitting machine 
adapted to make an automatic turned welt, a 
needle cylinder having therein a circle of inde 
pendent latch needles and independent sinkers 
and a Sinker cap, latch lifting means in which 
there is a blade pivotally mounted on the sinker 
Cap, a Spring associated with the blade tending 
to push it into its operative position, a thrust 
rod adapted, when lowered, to hold the blade 
Out of action, means to raise the thrust rod 
for transferring stitches, the parts being so ar 
ranged that OScillation of the sinker cap during 
knitting in the reverse direction releases the 
ting, the latch lifter blade being pivotally 
mounted On the sinker cap, and the means to 
control the position of the latch lifting means 
including means tending to pivot the blade into 
itS Operative position and two means tending to 
pivot the blade out of its operative position, one 
effective for knitting in the forward direction 
and the other in the reverse direction, the for 
Waird neans being adapted to release its con 
blade from the thrust rod, and an element on 
a stationary part of the machine adapted to 
push the blade Out of action. When the Sinker 
cap is thus OScillated. 

6. A circular stocking knitting machine act 
COrding to claim 1 in which there is a needle 
Cylinder containing a circle of needles adapted 
to turn in both the for Ward and reverse direc 
tions, a circle of independent sinkers in the cyl 
inder and a sinker cap having a limited oscil 
latory movement on change of direction of knit 
trol during forward knitting when loops are to 
be transferred. 

7. An automatic circular knitting machine 
having a rotary circle of independent needles 
With pivoted latches, bits to transfer loops to 
the needles as the latter rise through the eyes 
of the bits, means to operate the bits and a 
Stitch can for casting loops off the needles, in 
combination. With a latch lifter ahead of and 
circumferentially Spaced from the stitch can 
and adapted to partially raise the latches of 
the needles, said machine being adapted to ro 

adapted to engage only one or two latches at 75 tate at such a speed that the latches do not drop 
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'down after leaving the lifter, whereby the trans 
?ferred loops on the shanks of the needles are 
prevented from getting into the hooks of the 
needles. 
:8. An automatic "circular knitting machine : 

having a rotary circle of independent needles 
with pivoted latches, bits adapted to transfer 
loops to the needles as the latter rise through 
(the eyes of the bits, can means adapted to iOWer 
needles to an intermediate level from a first 
:level where the loops were transferred to the 
.needles below the latches, and a Stitch can 
adapted to lower the needles from the inter 
mediate level to cast off the loops, in combina 
tion with a latch lifter effective, only; during the 
lowering of the needles to the intermediatelevel 
'to partially raise the latches to a position not 
substantially above horizontal position, whereby 
the transferred loops are prevented from getting 
into the.hooks of the needles. 

9. An autolinatic circular knitting machine 
;having a rotary circle of independent IIeedles 
with pivoted latches, and a Stitch cam for cast 
ing loops of the needles, in combination with 
a latch lifter spaced. Some distance, ahead of the 
Stitch cam adapted to move. all the fully-open 
latches of passing needles less than 90 toward 
closure; whereby any stitches on the shanks of 
the needles below the latches are prevented from 
catching on the latches while the needles are 
travelling from the lifter to the Stitch can and 
the latches are left open sufficiently to prevent 
interference with yarn being fed to the needles. 

10. An automatic circular knitting machine 
'having a rotary, circle of independent needles 
With pivoted latches, a stitch can for casting 
loops off the .neadles and a latch lifter. Spaced 
some distance, ahead of the 'stitch. Cam adapted 
to raise the latches of passing needles less than 
90° to approximately the horizontal position, 
said circle of needles being adapted to. rotate at 
Such a speed that the latches. do not drop: down 
after leaving the lifter; whereby any Stitches 
on the shanks of the needles below the latches 
are prevented from catching. On the latches"While 
"the needles, are travelling from the lifter to the 
:stitch cann and the latches are left sufficiently 
open to prevent interference With yarn being 
fed to, the needles. 

11. An automatic circular knitting machine 
having a rotary circle of independent needles 
With pivoted latches, a stitch cam for Casting 
loops, off the needles and a cann spaced some dis 
tance ahead of the. Stitch Cam adapted to move 
needles vertically, in combination with a latch 
lifter also spaced some distance ahead of the 
stitch cam adapted to raise the latches of paSS 
-ing needles less than 90° toward closure as the 
needles leave such advance cann; 'Whereby any 
'stitches on the shanks of the needles below the 
latches are prevented from catching on the 
latches while the needles are travelling froin the 
lifter to the stitch cam and the latches-are left 
sufficiently open to prevent interference with 
'yarn being fed to the needles. 

-12. An automatic circular knitting machine 
having a rotary circle of independent needles 
with pivoted latches, and a stitch can for cast 
ing loops off the needles, in combination with 
a latch lifter spaced some 'distance ahead of the 
stitch can adapted to raise the latches dif"pa SS 
ing needles less than 90° and release them near 
the horizontal position, said latch lifter also be 
ing adapted to keep under it any loops on the 
shanks of passing needles, and means adapted to 

50 

23 
move the lifter automatically into and out of 
operative relation with the needle latches; 
whereby any loops transferred to the shanks of 
the needles in advance of the Stitch cam are 
prevented from getting into the needle hooks. 

13. A method of operating an automatic cir 
scular knitting machine having a rotating circle 
of latch needles, a stitch cam and a latch lifter, 
'in which there are at least the step of lifting 
: the needle latches less than 90° to partially 
closed position by means of the lifter and the 
step of rotating the needles in the needle, circle 
for a distance, after leaving the lifter and before 
'reaching the stitch cam and during that distance 
preventing the latches from returning to fully 
-open position by centrifugal force, and there 
"after casting off loops. On the needle: Shanks by 
means 'of the stitch.cam, whereby the leops. On 

, the needle shanks are prevented from getting 
into the hooks of the needles. 

'14. A method of operating an automatic cir 
scular knitting machine having latch needles, a 
"latch lifter and transfer bits, in which there 
are 'at least the 'steps of transferring loops from 

25 the bits to the needles below the latches while 
the latches are open, lowering the needles hav 
ing the transferred loops to an:intermediate level 

: while simultaneously-positively lifting the latches 
part way from their fully-open position by 

30-means of the lowering and the latch lifter, and 
'thereafter rotating the machine at such a 'Speed 
that the latches are , prevented by centrifugal 
iforce from returning to fully-open position and 
tithereafter lowering the needles further to cast 

35 off, the loops, "Whereby the transferred loops do 
not get caught under the hooks of the needles. 

15. A method of transferring loops on an au 
tomatic circular knitting machine having inde 
pendent atch' needles, a latch lifter and transfer 

i40 bits comprising the Steps of transferring loopS 
from the bits:to the needles, raising the needles to 
'clear level, then lowering 'them to an interme 
tdiate level which simultaneously positively lift 
ing up the latches part way. On the latch lifter, 
allowing 'the needles to travel at that interme 
'diate level, and thereafter feeding yarn and 
drawing the needles down a stitch 'cam to cast 
off the transferred loops and draw new loops, 
whereby the Slack transferred loops do not get 
"caught in the hooks of the needles. 

16. A method of transferring loops on an all 
tomatic circular knitting machine:according to 
'claim 15 in which after the latches are laised up 
part way the needles continue at that internie 

55 'diatelevel for a time beyond the latch lifter with 
"the latches held up by centrifugal force before, 
the needles go down: the stitch cam, whereby the 
latches remain above the reach of the 3Slack 
loops for the entire period from transfer t 

60 Stitch cam. 
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